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Topographic and Geological Map
Series
NOTE: For all products listed in this section, please inquire at
geospatial@eastview.com for current pricing, format and delivery
options. Please reference the product title or product number
(e.g., 20-06-001) in your message.

Kyrgyzstan Geological Map

Sudan Geological Map
20-06-003

Geological Map of the Sudan.
Geological and Mineral Resource Department (Sudan).
Published 1981. Scale 1:2,000,000. In English. Formations
by type and geological era, plus mineral occurrences and
geological boundaries. 1 sheet. GeoTiff.

20-06-001

Карта Полезных Ископаемых Кыргызской
Республики / Map of Mineral Resources of the
Kyrgyz Republic.
Госгеолагентства / State Geolocation Agency (Kyrgyzstan).
Scale 1:1,000,000. Published 2000. In Russian. Shows
geological formations with information about composition.
1 sheet. GeoTiff.

Ukraine Topographic Maps
20-06-002

Україна 1:50,000 / Ukraine 1:50,000.
Генеральний Штаб, Збройні сили України / General Staff,
Armed Forces of Ukraine. (Ukraine). Published 2015-2020.
In Ukrainian. 10 colors, relief by contour at 10 meters, borders, road network, hydrography, landcover, and utility networks. 395 sheets. GeoTiff.
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Kazakhstan Geological Map
20-06-004

Geological Map of Kazakhstan / Казакстаннын
Геологиялык Картасы / Геологическая Карта
Казахстана.
Ministry of Geology and Preservation of Underground
Resources of the Republic of Kazakhstan / Казакстан
Республикасы Геология Жер Койнауын Корғау
Министерлігі. Published 1996. Scale 1:1,000,000. In English
and Russian. Formations by composition and geological era.
10 sheets. GeoTiff.
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Scientific and Specialty Atlases and
Books
Socio-economic atlas of the Lao PDR : patterns and
trends from 2005-2015
20-06-005 | $260.00 | PURCHASE

Socio-economic atlas of the Lao PDR : patterns and
trends from 2005-2015
Centre for Development and Environment. Hardcover.
120 pages. ISBN 9783906813615. In English. 2018.

This latest atlas, developed by the Centre for Development
and Environment (CDE) of the University of Bern, together
with the Lao Statistics Bureau (LSB), combines statistical
data from the last two Population and Housing Censuses of
2005 and 2015. Enhanced with detailed geographic information, the Atlas presents and makes available a wealth of
socioeconomic information on a large set of highly detailed
thematic maps, revealing both the status of 2015, as well
as the observed dynamics over space and time within the
decade-long inter-census period, at village-level and for the
whole of the Lao PDR.

20-06-09 | $620.00 | PURCHASE

Tap ban do Dia li cac tinh va thanh pho Viet Nam
Nha xuat ban Giao duc Viet Nam, Vietnam. Softcover.
418 pages. In Vietnamese. 2018.

This 10-volume set aims to identify and analyze the
geographical information, population, culture, special
customs and traditions of 63 provinces and cities in Vietnam.
20-06-010 | $207.00 | PURCHASE

Tu su Shanghai : Shanghai Shi ce hui yuan cang jin dai
Shanghai di tu wen hua jia zhi yan jiu
Shanghai Survey Mapping Institute, China. Softcover.
461 pages. ISBN 9787532653676. In Chinese. 2019.
Maps Tracing Shanghai: A Study on the Cultural Value of
Modern Shanghai Maps Collected by Shanghai Surveying and
Mapping Institute.

Other Atlases
20-06-006 | $27.00 | PURCHASE

Respublika Belarus’ : atlas avtomobil’nykh dorog
General Reference. Belarus, Belkartografiia. Hardcover,
280 pages. ISBN 9789855084411. In Russian. 2018.
20-06-007 | $49.00 | PURCHASE

The Nova Scotia atlas

Formac publishing company, Canada. Softcover. 104 pages.
ISBN 9781459505681. In English. 2018.
This brand-new seventh edition of The Nova Scotia Atlas
provides in-depth coverage not available anywhere else.
On these detailed maps you will find the boundaries of the
province’s nature reserves and wilderness areas, all roads in
the province and thousands of places you can easily locate.
20-06-008 | $95.00 | PURCHASE

Cesky historicky atlas : kapitoly z dejin 20. stoleti
Historicky ustav Akademie ved CR, Czech Republic.
297 pages. ISBN 9788072863464. In Czech. 2019.

Richly illustrated with maps and photographs, this atlas
offers a view of the historical development in time and space
as allowed by printed (analog) analytical and synthetic maps.
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Trade, Popular and Reference Maps
and Atlases

20-06-013 | $39.95 | PURCHASE

Featured Publisher: ODT Maps

One of the most controversial images of the world, the Peters
Map was first introduced by Dr. Arno Peters in 1974, and
generated a firestorm of debate. Peters was one of the first to
assert that maps are unavoidably political. His map claimed
to show “Fairness to All Peoples” providing an area accurate
portrayal of the world. Today, this equal area map continues
to have passionate fans as well as staunch critics.

ODT Maps focuses on helping people see the world in
different ways through maps. In 1989, ODT pioneered the
use of the Peters Projection map materials in corporate
cultural diversity training sessions. The Peters Projection,
published in the U.S. and Canada exclusively by ODT, focuses
on the actual size of landmasses and is less distorted than
the historically popular Mercator projection. ODT’s other
specialties include population maps, equal area maps,
“Whats Up? South!” maps and the highly regarded “Many
Ways to See the World” book, which are all designed to
challenge perceptions and help people see the world from a
different perspective. ODT Maps continues to be utilized by
faith-based groups for mission education, media companies
for features in television (such as West Wing), and the
nation’s most active groups focused on media literacy.
ODT has established themselves as a leading source for
unique maps, projections, and educational resources relating
to alternative geographic perspectives. They continue to
impact change by providing resources, and advocating for
different viewpoints to be seen and heard. They’ve become
so well regarded that individuals like Jane Elliot, the antiracism educator and former US Ambassador Edward Peck
have become brand advocates for ODT.
20-06-011 | $15.95 | PURCHASE

Large Paper Peters Projection World Map
Wall Map. 2014. In English. 39 x 50.
One of the most controversial images of the world, the Peters
Map was first introduced by Dr. Arno Peters in 1974 and
generated a firestorm of debate. Peters was one of the first to
assert that maps are unavoidably political. His map claimed
to show “Fairness to All Peoples” providing an area accurate
portrayal of the world. Today, this equal area map continues
to have passionate fans as well as staunch critics.
20-06-012 | $39.95 | PURCHASE

Mid-Size Peters Map Laminated With Panels
Wall Map. In English. 24 x 36.
One of the most controversial images of the world, the Peters
Map was first introduced by Dr. Arno Peters in 1974, and
generated a firestorm of debate. Peters was one of the first to
assert that maps are unavoidably political. His map claimed
to show “Fairness to All Peoples” providing an area accurate
portrayal of the world. Today, this equal area map continues
to have passionate fans as well as staunch critics.

geospatial@eastview.com

Peters Equal Area Rolled and Laminated Map
Wall Map. In English. 24 x 36.

20-06-014 | $34.95 | PURCHASE

What’s Up? South! Rolled Paper World Map
Wall Map. In English. 36 x 56.
This south-at-the-top map is a great educational tool. It
challenges basic notions of ‘’up’’ and ‘’down.’’ True ‘’up’’ from
our standpoint on the earth, is away from the center, and the
earth in space has no inherent up or down. To emphasize
this point, this map includes an inset, which shows global
views from various angles. In addition, other inset maps show
examples of a variety of projections with notes on their merits
and limitations.
20-06-015 | $20.00 | PURCHASE

What’s Up? South! Paper Folded World Map
Wall Map. In English. 18 x 36.
This south-at-the-top map is a great educational tool. It
challenges basic notions of ‘’up’’ and ‘’down.’’ True ‘’up’’ from
our standpoint on the earth, is away from the center, and the
earth in space has no inherent up or down. To emphasize
this point, this map includes an inset, which shows global
views from various angles. In addition, other inset maps show
examples of a variety of projections with notes on their merits
and limitations.
20-06-016 | $18.00/$34.95 | PURCHASE | PURCHASE LAMINATE

Hobo Dyermead Museum South-Up World Map,
Paper or Laminated
Wall Map. In English. 24 x 36.

ODT collaborated with the Amherst College museum staff to
develop a custom-designed world map for “A Global View,”
a new installation of cultural artifacts organized as a part
of the Mead’s whole-museum reinstallation project. After
reviewing numerous options, museum curators selected
“The World Turned Upside Down,” a map which places the
southern hemisphere at the top and shows the relative size
of continents. The map is a Hobo-Dyer Equal Area Projection,
South-Up, and was commissioned and published by ODT and
designed and Oxford Cartographers (UK).
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Services: Approval Plans,
Digitization, Customization
East View offers approval plan services for maps and
atlases tailored for a wide variety of libraries with unique
needs and specifications. With many years of experience
serving academic, public and government libraries with
foreign language materials, we recognize the importance of
establishing precise, yet flexible parameters to ensure the best
quality material and service. Contact us for more information.
In addition to approval plans, East View Geospatial provides
high-quality and cost-effective mapping and GIS services
and solutions, including custom map and data production,
and digitization, mosaicking and hosting services via our
MapVault program. Contact us today to discuss customized
solutions for your mapping needs.
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